
Market Update

After a weak few months, stocks stabilized to a certain extent towards the end of March.
Below are the March returns for popular benchmarks that investors track (Data provided
by Stockcharts.com & Commonwealth Financial Network):

S&P 500 Index: +3.58%
Dow Jones Industrial Average: +2.32%
Nasdaq Composite Index: +3.41%
Russell 2000 Index: +1.16%
S&P Target Moderate Risk Index: -0.75%

Inflation, the anticipation of higher interest rates, and the Russia/Ukraine conflict have
undoubtedly shaken equity markets so far year-to-date.

Inflation:
It is no secret that inflation has been running hot for several months. We believe that the
expectation of higher inflation does more damage to the stock market than real inflation.
This makes sense as the stock market is forward-looking. If we thought the current
inflationary numbers would stick around for a few years, we would have a different opinion
on the direction of equities for the rest of 2022. However, we believe that inflation will peak
over the next several months. Looking back at history, peaks in inflation have coincided
with massive rallies in equities.

Higher Interest Rates:
The Federal Reserve hiked interest rates by 0.25% this past month. The prospect of rising
interest rates tends to hurt stocks short term. Companies have to borrow at a higher cost
to continue to fund their operations as money becomes more expensive. However, we
believe investors should look at interest rates on a relative basis. Interest rates are still
near historic lows. Because of this, we continue to be in the camp that believes equity
markets will continue to offer a superior return relative to other assets such as bonds,
CDs, and money market funds. Research shows that stocks tend to perform quite well
after the first interest rate hike in the cycle.



Russia/Ukraine Conflict:
We hope, for the sake of humanity, we are close to a peaceful resolution even though the
past couple of months have been anything but peaceful. Soaring energy prices usually
coincide with weak equity prices. In our opinion, we do not believe that $130-$140 oil is
sustainable over the long term. While we could see more energy price spikes over the next
few months, we do not see this as a long-term issue. We can refer to one of our favorite
quotes: "The solution to high oil prices is high oil prices."

Investors, analysts, and economists have been pointing to signs of an impeding recession
in the US. Consumer sentiment has been declining rapidly. The yield curve (2-Year & 10-
Year yields) inverted temporarily at the end of March (listen to podcast episodes #140 &
#141 for further discussion on the yield curve). While it may be true that the US will enter
into a recession, not all recessions are built the same.

There have been 11 recessions since 1950. Some have been short, and some long. If the
US does enter a recession, we believe it will be short relative to other recessionary
environments since there are not many places to invest money and earn a decent return
given the interest rate environment we are in.

We must remember that the stock market bottoms before the news cycle improves. The
most remarkable example of this recently was the COVID sell-off in March 2020. Even
though there may be a recession on the horizon, money will not sit in cash forever and will
need to find a home to generate returns.

In closing, we view the overall market as favorable. However, we still do not think it is wise
to take on speculative risk at this time. This continues to be a time to invest for your risk
tolerance as well as goals and objectives.

Regards,



Mark McEvily
Chief Investment Officer

Market Update Recap: https://youtu.be/86Hi8fC5xvs

Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve certain risks and

uncertainties, which are difficult to predict. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Our weekly Podcast covers investor questions!
We would encourage you to subscribe!

“The Independent Advisors” podcast produced by Mark McEvily, Matt Jessup and Jenna
Rittenhouse focuses on investing and financial planning. You will hear tips, tricks and
strategies to address your financial well-being and most importantly, conveyed in a way
that everyone can understand.

The podcast is available through Apple Podcasts (iTunes), Amazon Music (just ask Alexa
to "play the Independent Advisors podcast"), Spotify, Breaker, Stitcher, IHeartRadio &
YouTube. There is a tab on our website (www.jessupwealthmanagement.com) dedicated
to the podcast where you will be able to find links to every episode. You can also
subscribe by email at www.blubrry.com/the_independent_advisors/ 

We are taking listener questions! Email, inquiries@jessupwealthmanagement.com, for
anything you want us to explain, debate or highlight in our weekly podcasts!

Financial Planning Topic of the Month

https://youtu.be/86Hi8fC5xvs
http://www.jessupwealthmanagement.com/
https://www.blubrry.com/the_independent_advisors/%C2%A0
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Practice Update



Dayton Art Institute tickets are up for grabs!

We are giving away 15 sets of tickets! Tickets cover admission to DAI's Collection and
Special Exhibitions, courtesy of Jessup Wealth Management! Tickets are first-come, first-
serve. Please email jenna@jessupwealthmanagement.com to secure your tickets!

JWM Phone tree, COMING SOON!

We will be implementing a phone tree to help funnel inquiries and direct you to the most
appropriate team member! Our goal is to minimize line transfers and wait times and get
you to the person who will best assist you with anything and everything you may need. We
look forward to speaking with you soon!

Implementing Calendly

We are pleased to announce that JWM is implementing an improved process that will
streamline the communication and confirmation of review meetings. Going forward, you
will receive email notifications from Calendly, a best-in-class software used to schedule
and confirm client meetings. This notification will replace the call you previously received a
week prior to your scheduled meeting. You will now receive email reminders one week
and 24 hours prior to your meeting. If you need to cancel or reschedule your meeting,
there will be a link to do so in the email reminders and calendar invites. As always, you are
welcome to call the office to cancel or reschedule your meeting. Please keep us informed
of your preferred email address and let us know of any changes.

Special Holiday Hours
- Our office will be closing early on April 14th. We will be in the office
from 9:00 am to 12:00 pm. From 12:00 pm to 4:00 pm, you can
reach us remotely via our office phone.

- Our office will be closed on April 15th in observance of Good
Friday.

Our growth allows us to advise more clients!

We have added amazing new hires to the team and are even increasing our physical
office footprint! This growth equips JWM with all the tools to allow us to advise

more clients, while maintaining the premium quality of service we pride ourselves
on! We would greatly appreciate your client referrals. Let us care for those you care

about!
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